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Abstract

Recently, as evaluation of information security (IS) management become more diverse and complicated,

the contents and procedure of the evidence to prepare for actual assessment are rapidly increasing. As
a result, the actual assessment is a burden for both evaluation agencies and institutions receiving assessments.

However, most of them reflect the evaluation system used by foreign government agencies, standard

organizations, and commercial companies. It is necessary to consider the evaluation system suitable for
the domestic environment instead of reflecting the overseas evaluation system as it is.

The purpose of this study is as follows. First, we will present the problems of the existing information

security assessment system and the improvement direction of the information security assessment system
through analysis of existing information security assessment system. Second, it analyzes the technical guidance

for information security testing and assessment and the evaluation of information security management

in the Special Publication 800-115 'Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment' of
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Third, we will build a framework to implement

the evidence collection system and present a system implementation method for the ‘6. Information System

Security’ of ‘information security management actual condition evaluation index’.
The implications of the framework development through this study are as follows. It can be expected

that the security status of the enterprises will be improved by constructing the evidence collection system

that can collect the collected evidence from the existing situation assessment. In addition, it is possible
to systematically assess the actual status of information security through the establishment of the evidence

collection system and to improve the efficiency of the evaluation. Therefore, the management system for

evaluating the actual situation can reduce the work burden and improve the efficiency of evaluation.
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1. Introduction

As the contents of evaluation of informa-

tion security (IS) management in recent years

become more diverse and complicated, the

contents and procedure of the evidence to

prepare for actual assessment are rapidly

increasing. As a result, the actual assessment

is a burden for both evaluation agencies and

evaluation institutions.

In the case of the United States, it collects

evidence at all times using automated tools

such as SCAP and Cyberscope. The automa-

tion tool enhances the efficiency of work and

relieves the burden of evaluating agencies

and evaluation institutions. US automation

tools are efficient and convenient, but they

are difficult to apply to Korea. The federal

government provides automated support tools

for FISMA operations to each agency. In con-

junction with the federal agency’s informa-

tion system, it automatically collects infor-

mation security status during work, simpli-

fying the preparation for evaluation. SCAP,

which automatically detects vulnerabilities

and CyberScope are data collection tool for

reporting. CyberScope is an automated on-

line data collection tool for FISMA reporting,

and OMB was distributed to each govern-

ment agency in October 2009. We have establi-

shed an effective and efficient reporting sys-

tem that is more efficient than conventional

passive data collection methods through on-

line data access with extensive data collec-

tion and two-factor authentication. Language

type is the same XML method as SCAP, and

NIST provides Schema for interworking with

SCAP. CyberScope automatically collects data

on FISMA compliance from the organization’s

information system. CyberScope automati-

cally converts the organization’s business data

into SCAP-based metadata (CVE, CCE, CPE,

CVSS) and then generates reports that can

be used to assess the vulnerability.

In Korea, several reports have been made

on how to strengthen the self-evaluation of

information security management. However,

most of them reflect the evaluation system

used by foreign government agencies, stan-

dard organizations, and commercial compa-

nies. It is necessary to consider the evalua-

tion system suitable for the domestic envi-

ronment instead of reflecting the overseas

evaluation system as it is.

In order to enhance the self-evaluation, it

is necessary to analyze NIST’s Special Publi-

cation 800-115 ‘Technical Guide to Informa-

tion Security Testing and Assessment: Tech-

nical Guidance for Information Security Tes-

ting and Evaluation’. ‘SP 800-115’ was deve-

loped to provide technical information secu-

rity testing and evaluation of organizations

and to provide guidelines for planning, analy-

sis, discovery and mitigation strategies deve-

lopment. ‘SP 800-115’ is not intended to pre-

sent an evaluation program or an integrated

information security test, but rather present

an overview of the key elements for testing

and evaluating, focusing on specific techno-

logies, advantages and limitations, and require-

ments for use.

It verifies compliance with policies or other

requirements and provides practical recom-

mendations for designing, implementing and

maintaining technical information related to

procedures and evaluation procedures and

security tests that can be used for various

purposes, such as finding vulnerabilities in

systems or networks. Therefore, you should

refer to this document to possibly configure

and actualize the evidence collection system

framework for information that can be col-

lected by automated systems such as elec-

tronic documents, log records, computer poli-
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cies, system configuration values, network

diagrams, and file security status.

In case of evaluation item related to system

security among ‘Information security manage-

ment actual condition evaluation index,’ it can

be replaced with a system that can collect and

automate system log records and agents in

real time. Therefore, we propose a framework

for creating evaluation automation design tool

by collecting system log records, agents, and

other data in real time. This framework aims

to provide documentation on the architectural

and subcritical requirements. Ultimately, this

study is expected to improve the efficiency of

evaluation by developing a framework for ana-

lyzing technical guidance on existing informa-

tion security testing and evaluation and esta-

blishing a data collection system for asse-

ssing the actual condition of information se-

curity management for domestic environments.

The purpose of this study is as follows.

First, we will present the problems of the exi-

sting information security assessment system

and the improvement direction of the infor-

mation security assessment system through

analysis of existing information security assess-

ment system. Second, it analyzes the tech-

nical guidance for information security tes-

ting and assessment and the evaluation of

information security management in the Spe-

cial Publication 800-115 ‘Technical Guide to

Information Security Testing and Assess-

ment’ of the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST). Third, we will build

a framework to implement the evidence col-

lection system and present a system imple-

mentation method for the ‘6. Information Sys-

tem Security’ of ‘information security manage-

ment actual condition evaluation index’.

The composition of this study is as follows.

Chapter 1 explains the necessity and pur-

pose of this study. In chapter 2, the outline

of the existing information security assess-

ment, problems, and improvement directions

are explained. Chapter 3 presents the frame-

work of the evidence collection system as an

alternative to the existing information secu-

rity assessment. Chapter 4 analyzes the nece-

ssary skills and functions at each stage of the

framework presented. In chapter 5, we pro-

pose a method to implement system by item

in information system security. Chapter 6

presents the implications and limitations of

this study.

2. Analysis of Existing Information Security

Situation

The national information security manage-

ment status evaluation in Korea is deter-

mined annually by the National Intelligence

Service, and it is notified to the target orga-

nizations, and the evaluation cost and stan-

dard are applied to the revised and comple-

mentary evaluation after reflecting the change

of the information security environment and

the latest cyber threat situation. The exi-

sting information security situation assess-

ment is divided into five stages: (1) self-assess-

ment by organization, (2) on-site inspection,

(3) analysis of results and score calculation,

(4) review and approval of evaluation results,

(5) notification of evaluation result.

Existing condition evaluation system re-

flects the actual condition of security manage-

ment in the evaluation score in order to

strengthen evaluation system focusing on

on-site inspection such as diagnosis of sys-

tem vulnerabilities and checking of security

documents than verification and confirma-

tion of supporting documents. In addition, it

has the advantage that it can evaluate the

score by importance by assigning the key

evaluation items (five) and weighted items
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(ten) by applying different weightings to the

evaluation items. The final evaluation score

is calculated by summing the field survey

scored based on the evaluation index and the

self-evaluation non-evaluation (deduction)

and effort to improve the complementary level

(dead point).

The existing information security situa-

tion assessment system is divided into five

stages (① self-assessment by organization,

② site survey, ③ analysis of results and score

calculation, ④ deliberation and evaluation of

evaluation result, and ⑤ notification of eva-

luation result). There are some problems in

existing information security assessment.

First, there is too much evidence to pre-

pare before the on-site inspection. The pro-

cess of preparing the evidence in the evalua-

tion of the information security situation

leads to workload and workload for both the

due diligence team and the evaluation target

organization. The evaluation institutions are

making efforts to match the format of the

supporting documents in accordance with

the actual evaluation period rather than in-

creasing the actual security status. The eva-

luation agency may have a problem about the

scope of the evaluation and the result of the

inspection depends on the equity. In addi-

tion, most of the time and effort are spent

because the actual evaluation is done manu-

ally. Second, the evidence required by (Infor-

mation Security Management Index) is not

systematically collected, categorized, or stored.

Third, the preparation of evidence is ready

for on-site assessment rather than for infor-

mation security management at all times.

Fourth, the existing information security assess-

ment is repeatedly and manually recorded

(written), which makes it difficult to make

an objective judgment in the evaluation and

it may be difficult to make a quantitative

comparison. This makes it difficult to make

objective comparisons at the time of field

inspection, and thus it can be detected accor-

ding to the circumstances.

If these problems are remedied, it will be

possible for organizations of all levels to sys-

tematically perform information security tasks,

to improve the level of information security

and to secure national cyber security.

3. Evidence Collection System Framework

Overview

In case of evaluation item related to ‘sys-

tem security’ in order to supplement the pro-

blems of the existing evaluation system in

accordance with the domestic environment,

evidence can be replaced with system log of

the relevant institution. Chapter 6, ‘Infor-

mation System Security’ in ‘Information Secu-

rity Management Status Indicator’, consists

of evaluation items related to system secu-

rity. Therefore, this study aims to develop

integrated manual and a standard for policy

implementation to implement items that can

be implemented in the system by dividing

the items into that can be evaluated in per-

son by the appraisers’ team and that can be

implemented by the system automatically.

By constructing a system that can auto-

matically collect and collect the collected evi-

dence, it is expected that it will increase the

security status of the company at all times

and reduce the burden on both the due dili-

gence team and the evaluation subject. This

has the advantage that the evaluation of

information security can be more systematic

and the efficiency of evaluation can be im-

proved. Therefore, we intend to build an auto-

mation system evaluation system framework

to reduce the burden of work and increase the

efficiency of evaluation. It includes required
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Category
(Number of Items)

Evaluation Index
#of

Indicators

Rating
(Points)

Sector

1. Information Security
Policy (11)

1.1 Information security basic activities 6 8
191.2 Information security organization and budget 3 9

1.3 Affiliate․affiliate security management 2 2

2. Information Asset Security
Management (12)

2.1 Introduction and management of information system 8 10
14

2.2 National security system and media management 4 4

3. Personnel Security (17)
3.1 Information security education 4 4

17
3.2 Information technology business security management 13 13

4. Cyber Crisis Management
(10)

4.1 Cyber crisis response activities 4 4
124.2 Cyber crisis response training 3 3

4.3 Understand the staff cyber crisis response procedures 3 5

5. Electronic Information
Security (10)

5.1 Electronic information leakage prevention measures 6 9
13

5.2 User authentication 4 4

6. Information System
Security (20)

6.1 Information security system and network equipment security 3 4

25
6.2 Network separation and network access control 6 10
6.3 Information system operation security 7 7
6.4 PC security management 4 4

Total 16 indices 80 100

<Table 1> Evaluation Index Classification of Information Security Management Actual Condition

<Figure 1> Automation Framework of Management Practices Assessment

technical manuals by details items and archi-

tecture by presenting the framework for buil-

ding the evaluation automation design tool.

In addition, the system implementation me-

thod of information system security is further

explained to improve the efficiency of infor-

mation security assessment on information

system security (Review Techniques, Target

Identification and Analysis Techniques, and

Target Vulnerability Validation Techniques).

<Table 1> shows the evaluation index classi-

fication of the ‘Information Security Manage-

ment Status Assessment Manual’.

The management framework for evalua-

ting the management status of this study is

shown in <Figure 1>.
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Technology Function

Documentation
Review

∙Evaluates policies and procedures for technical accuracy and completeness

Log Review
∙Provides historical information on system use, configuration, and modification
∙Could reveal potential problems and policy deviations

Ruleset Review ∙Reveals holes in ruleset-based security controls

System Configuration
Review

∙Evaluates the strength of system configuration
∙Validates that systems are configured in accordance with hardening policy

Network Sniffing
∙Monitors network traffic on the local segment to capture information such as active

systems, operating systems, communication protocols, services, and applications
∙Verifies encryption of communications

File Integrity
Checking

∙Identifies changes to important files; can also identify certain forms of unwanted files,
such as well-known attacker tools

<Table 2> Review Techniques

4. Framework Analysis: Step-by-Step

The first step in the Evidence Collection

System framework is to divide the items that

can be evaluated by the due diligence team

and implemented in the system in Chapter 6,

‘Information System Security’. We will classify

the items that can systemize the ‘Information

System Security’ part of (Sector 6) among the

evaluation indicators of the ‘Information Se-

curity Management Status Assessment Ma-

nual’ and build it as an automation system.

Information systems are largely classified into

6.1 Information protection system and net-

work equipment security, 6.2 Network separa-

tion and network access control, 6.3 Informa-

tion system operation security, and 6.4 PC

security management.

Next, identify the contents and require-

ments of each category by technology and

stage. Classification by technology includes

review technology, object identification and

analysis technique, and target vulnerability

verification technique.

① Identification of information system secu-

rity item: It is divided into system (client,

server, and network) and person (admini-

strator, general user).

② Evaluation items Confirmation of data

source: review techniques, target identi-

fication and analysis techniques, target

vulnerability validation techniques

③ Data source extraction method: Detailed

review technology (documentation review,

log review, rule set review, system confi-

guration review, network sniffing, file in-

tegrity checking)

First, Review Techniques are used to assess

systems, applications, networks, policies and

procedures, to detect vulnerabilities, and are

typically performed manually. Documents, logs,

ruleset, system configuration review, network

sniffing, and file integrity checking.

Second, Target Identification and Analysis

Techniques can identify systems, ports, ser-

vices, and potential vulnerabilities and are

performed passively, but are typically per-

formed using automated tools. This technique

is included Network discovery, network port

and service identification, vulnerability scan-

ning, wireless scanning, and application secu-

rity checks.
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Technique Function

Network Discovery ∙Discovers active devices
∙Identifies communication paths and facilitates determination of network architectures

Network Port and
Service Identification

∙Discovers active devices
∙Discovers open ports and associated services/applications

Vulnerability
Scanning

∙Identifies hosts and open ports
∙Identifies known vulnerabilities (note: has high false positive rates)
∙Often provides advice on mitigating discovered vulnerabilities

Wireless Scanning
∙Identifies unauthorized wireless devices within range of the scanners
∙Discovers wireless signals outside of an organization’s perimeter
∙Detects potential backdoors and other security violations

<Table 3> Target Identification and Analysis Techniques

Technique Function

Password Cracking ∙Identifies weak passwords and password policies

Penetration Testing
∙Tests security using the same methodologies and tools that attackers employ
∙Verifies vulnerabilities
∙Demonstrates how vulnerabilities can be exploited iteratively to gain greater access

Social Engineering ∙Allows testing of both procedures and the human element (user awareness)

<Table 4> Target Vulnerability Validation Techniques

Third, Target Vulnerability Validation Tech-

niques can be performed using automated

tools or manually, depending on the specific

technology used and the skill of the test team,

and confirm the existence of vulnerabilities.

Target vulnerability verification includes pass-

word cracking, penetration testing, social en-

gineering, and application security testing.

The stages are divided into pre-evaluation

stage, evaluation implementation stage, and

post evaluation stage. We present the re-

quirements for each technology and try to

improve the security environment by reflec-

ting the advance and post evaluation stages

in actual work. We will build an automated

system by classifying the evidence collection

system into system implementation and log

collection method of information system secu-

rity. The required event logs are collected by

the evaluation system, and the analysis re-

sults from the analysis engine are generated

as a report, and the necessary logs include

start, patch, and policy change history logs.

In <Figure 2>, the main purpose of the evi-

dence collection system is system implemen-

tation and log collection to automate secu-

rity checks. In order to construct the frame-

work of the evidence collection system, we

developed a framework for the system that

collects and automates the log (integrated

log, syslog) and agent through the integrated

log in real time, and we also design log auto-

mation collection method development and

analysis engine of automation management

check tool.

The methodology of the evidence collection

system is as follows. First, the log related to

the management status check item in the

integrated log is brought to the evaluation

system (analysis engine) and analyzed. Se-

cond, there is a method of receiving the sys-

log which is needed when an event occurs and

analyzing it through an analysis algorithm

(evaluation system) adapted to the security

evaluation item. The system collects nece-

ssary syslog information for information pro-

tection system, network equipment and access

control, analyzes the collected logs through
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<Figure 2> System Implementation and Log Collection Plan of Evidence Collection System

the evaluation system (security audit system),

and generates the report with analyzed con-

tents. Third, there is a way to build an agent.

There is a prerequisite that agents should be

planted for each equipment. However, this is

almost impossible and there are risks. There

is also a problem that it may be too depen-

dent on the agent.

Therefore, in this study, the log collection

method to implement the evidence data col-

lection system is used in this study by com-

bining the integrated log and the syslog. The

integrated log is mostly used by each insti-

tution, but it does not have an analysis en-

gine, it only collects and stores logs, and

practically does not use analysis and mana-

gement. In addition, there is a limitation that

the scope of the integrated log is limited to

the server and some networks.

Therefore, we want to collect the necessary

logs by using the integrated log used by most

institutions. However, since the scope of the

integrated log is limited to the server and

some networks, logs that can’t be collected

by the integrated log are collected through

Syslog and analyzed and managed by the

analysis engine.

The log collection of information system

security can be broadly classified into the

following.

(1) Information protection system: analysis

log of OS, pattern, evaluation system (sys-

log form)

(2) Network equipment: logs of security pat-

ches, OS, detection patterns

(3) Access control: syslog for system access,

syslog for administrator access behavior,

Therefore, the security audit passes through

the security audit system through the server,

PC, and network equipment based on the above

classification. The logs collected here are stored

in the analysis engine and analyzed in con-

junction with the UI (dashboard) and the inte-

grated log.
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Information System
Classification Evaluation Index Automation Identification and Solution

6.1 Information
Security
Systems and
Network
Equipment
Security

6.1.1 Do you periodically check and update the
access control policies of information protection
systems and network equipment and update the
detection patterns and security patches to the
latest?

[Partial automation]
1. Automatic (SA): Periodic information protection system

IP and Port scanning result secured
2. Manual: Check the date of the security patch. Registration

(Internal)

6.1.2 Has the Vaccine and Patch Management
Server been deployed and addressed the security
vulnerabilities identified?

[Partial automation]
1. Automatic (SA): patch management server IP registration,

port scan, linkage collection of date of update by type, etc.,
history management

2. Automatic (DA): Collection comparison, including vaccine
update date

- Vulnerability check script for the subject
- Vaccine and patch management server security status

and security check measures The result should not only
identify the vulnerability check port

- Check that the vaccine and patch management server is
secure against hacking

- Check that unauthorized ports are not open

6.1.3 Have you reviewed the security of your
wireless LAN and have implemented security
measures accordingly?

[No automation solution]

6.2 Network
Separation and
Network Access
Control

6.2.1 Is the business network separated from the
Internet?

[Partial automation]
o Proposed IP band scanning (url, IP (port))
o Check if network disconnect works properly
√ Physical network separation: can be confirmed by exchange
√ Separation of Logical Network: Network isolation check

with MAC address in addition to IP
- Make sure you are working with remote control systems,

windows, etc.
- Checking with existing document can be confirmed by

scanning guide etc.
- IP can be checked by inserting
- Because the IP bandwidth is different, check the PIN to

see if the ID and password reach the network band PIN

6.2.2. Do you perform network disconnection and
check periodically for network disconnection
violations?

[Automation]
o Periodic confirmation and call record of IP access attempts

such as usb, wifi, bluetooth, usage record, printer, etc. to
terminal agent

o Confirm the agent Bluetooth driver
√ Separation of physical network: Confirm by interchanging
√ Logical network separation: Switch (judged by network)
- Periodic scanning check
- Check periodically by bandwidth division

(*check unregistered MAC address)
(1) Wi-Fi tethering check
(2) Check by changing Bluetooth tethering network
⇒ Check whether there is a standard for performing and

preventing actual inspection.
* Confirmation of P-rating agency’s efforts with scanner

and IP

<Table 5> Classification and Solution of Information System Security by Item

5. System Implementation Method by

Security Item of Information System

We analyze system implementation method

by item to implement evidence collection sys-

tem about the 6. Information System Security

of ‘information security management actual

condition evaluation index’. The evaluation

index of information system security is di-

vided into four as shown in <Table 1>.

The method for implementing information

system security as a system has been des-

cribed for each item. First, the items that can

be automated are classified into ‘automation’

(9), ‘partial automation’ (4), and ‘no automa-

tion solution’ (7). <Table 5> shows the solutions

according to the information system classifi-

cation and evaluation items.
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Information System
Classification Evaluation Index Automation Identification and Solution

6.2.3 In the case of a network separation
institution, is it prohibited to install the
document editing program on the internet PC and
save the business data and restrict access to the
online document editing service?

[Automation]
1. Definition of representative document editing program list

- Editing program installation and execution trace check
(Server/PC Sampling)

- Check for blocking measures and methods such as Word,
Hangul, online document editing program (Google Docs,
Office 365, Notepad, etc.)

2. Contrast the known document editing process list
3. Edit the known document editing web page list
4. Checking operation status such as installed data storage

prevention solution

6.2.4 Do you establish and enforce security
measures for secure data transmission between
network and Internet?

[No automation solution]

6.2.5 Do you block the use of bypassing
information networks through unauthorized
wired / wireless Internet (Wibro, HSDPA, smart
phone tethering, etc.) within the organization?

[Automation]
o Confirmation of use of bypass information network by PC

log check: Attempt detection and log acquisition with
terminal agent

6.2.6 Do you block unauthorized PCs, notebooks,
etc. when connecting to the information network?

[Automation]
o Confirm blocking through unauthorized IP and MAC

combination session connection attempts
o Inspect network equipment for unauthorized PC / laptop

connection
1. Check that Network Access Control (NAC) functions properly

- NAC authorization and access control
⇒ Check the NAC check results (eg., build a list DB, etc.)

2. Check the scanner
- Verify by mapping IP and MAC address in addition to NAC

6.3 Information
System
Operation
Security

6.3.1 Do you use the information system remote
management service safely?

[Automation]
1. Automate access attempts after securing unregistered

administrator IP+MAC
2. Automate access attempts of telnet, #22, rlogin, rsh, rcp,

and ftp with information of registered administrator

6.3.2 Does the information system control the
service port?

[Partial automation]
o Automate port access attempts
o No need for service port information per server

6.3.3 Has the OS (Windows Server 2003, etc.) with
security support been stopped replaced?

[No automation solution]

6.3.4 Do you manage passwords for information
systems?

[No automation solution]

6.3.5 When using Internet telephony Is Internet
telephone network and general network
separated and security measures performed?

[No automation solution]

6.3.6 When implementing cloud computing, have
you completed security review and implemented
security measures based on security review at
the stage of business planning?

[No automation solution]

6.3.6 Do you control access to critical systems
that make up the cloud?

[No automation solution]

6.4 PC Security
Management

6.4.1 Do you carry out security management for
terminal such as PC and notebook?

[Automation]
Information collection through terminal agent

6.4.2 Do you perform the latest update on the
target operating system of PC, notebook, etc.?

[Automation]
Log collection such as update date through terminal agent

6.4.3 Do you carry out the inspection more than
once a month with the vaccine program applying
the latest update of PC, notebook, etc.?

[Automation]
Ability to collect logs such as execution date, time, etc. through
terminal agent

6.4.4 Do you perform the latest updates on your
device target applications (Internet Explorer,
document editing programs, plug-ins, etc.) such
as PCs and laptops?

[Automation]
Update record performed by target program selection terminal
agent

<Table 5> Classification and Solution of Information System Security by Item (Continue)
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6. Conclusion

In recent years, the process of preparing

evidence in the evaluation of information se-

curity has become a burden for both evalua-

tion agencies and institutions receiving assess-

ments. In the case of the United States, the

SCAP, Cyberscope, and other automated tools

are used to collect the evidence, but the eva-

luation environment differs from that of the

domestic environment. Therefore, in this study,

we developed a framework for the implemen-

tation of the evidence collection system for

the evaluation of the actual situation of infor-

mation security management in Korea. In the

case of evaluation items related to system

security among (Information Security Manage-

ment Actual Condition Evaluation Index), it

can be replaced with a system that can auto-

mate the real-time collection through the sys-

tem log record and agent of the relevant ins-

titution. Therefore, it presents a framework

for creating evaluation automation design tools,

and provides documentation on the architec-

tural and subcritical requirements.

In order to build a framework for imple-

menting the evidence system of information

security management, we implement the ‘6.

Information System Security’ part of the eva-

luation index. First, we distinguish between

people (general staff, manager) and systems

(network, client, server). Next, the source of

the evaluation item data is confirmed and a

classification table is presented. Based on

the techniques (Review Techniques, Target

Identification and Analysis Techniques, Tar-

get Vulnerability Validation Techniques) of

NIST SP 800-115 document, it is classified

according to the itemized evidence of ‘6. Infor-

mation System Security’. The method of ex-

tracting data sources is categorized into Chap-

ter 3: Detailed Review Techniques (Documen-

tation Review, Log Review, Ruleset Review,

System Configuration Review, Network Sni-

ffing, and File Integrity Checking) of NIST

SP 800-115 document and evaluation criteria

for each item. Expression style consists of

user interface.

Information system security items are di-

vided into system implementation method and

log collection method, and a method for imple-

menting each item as a system and a method

of collecting logs are described. This frame-

work collects necessary logs when event occurs

with Security Information and Event Mana-

gement (SIEM) and analyzes the collected

logs through analysis system DB. Also, it can

improve the utilization of evidence data col-

lection system by using integrated log. To do

this, we distinguish between logs that can be

used in the integrated log and those that can’t

be used. Logs that can’t be collected from the

consolidated log are analyzed through the

syslog.

The implications of the framework develop-

ment through this study are as follows. It

can be expected that the security status of

the enterprises will be improved by construc-

ting the evidence collection system that can

collect the collected evidence from the exi-

sting situation assessment. In addition, it is

possible to systematically assess the actual

status of information security through the

establishment of the evidence collection sys-

tem and to improve the efficiency of the eva-

luation. Therefore, the management system

for evaluating the actual situation can reduce

the work burden and improve the efficiency

of evaluation.

The limitations of this study are as fol-

lows. First, this framework is built on the

evaluation of information security situation

in Korea. Therefore, there is a limitation that

it is difficult to generalize in all other coun-
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tries. Future studies will need to develop a

framework that can be generalized in other

countries. Second, we proposed an alterna-

tive method to automate information system

security. It does not offer an alternative for

items that do not have an automation solu-

tion. Therefore, in future research, it is possi-

ble to consider methods to automate existing

information system security items by consi-

dering items without automation method.

Thirdly, this study is to analyze ‘Information

Security Management Status Indicator’ among

‘6. Information System Security’. Future re-

searches need to implement evidence collec-

tion system for information security policy,

information asset security management, per-

sonnel security, cyber crisis management, and

electronic information security.
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